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Number 44
More Beginner Pack-Carries
You may have noticed a greater emphasis on
beginner pack-carry trips over the past few
programmes. These have proven popular,
encouraging new walkers to try out overnight
camping and, more importantly, enjoy the
experience and return for more. One firsttime pack carrier describes her experience
very positively on page 8.
With moderate fitness and wise packing, only
a few “beginner” trips are needed to build up
the experience and confidence to tackle some
very spectacular but tougher walks. One of
our members only started doing overnight
walks in January, but regular follow-up trips
enabled her to successfully complete nine days
on the Larapinta Trail barely six months later.
The trend for more beginner trips will
continue; we know better than to try and lure
anyone other than a die-hard walker camping
during the cold dark winter period, but come
spring in a couple of months time,
opportunities to get into pack-carrying will
reappear on the next programme and continue
through to summer.

A rare period of calm weather in south-west Tasmania tempted Robert
Irvine to camp on Noyhener beach, watching the superb sunset as it sank
behind a group of small but rugged-looking islands a few kilometres
offshore. Robert’s full account of the nine-day adventure on the SW Cape
circuit back in February is on pages 10-12. To see this and many more
photographs (by Bruce Meincke & Stephen Smith) from this trip on the
big-screen, Robert will also be giving a Clubnight presentation 7.30pm
Monday 2nd September.

Sealers Cove (Wilsons Prom) – Oct 5-6th
An easy return hike (10km each way) from the
Telegraph Saddle car park to Sealers Cove.
Arriving at the campsite by lunch time leaves
the rest of the afternoon to relax or explore
further along the trail towards Refuge Cove.
Enquiries: Andrew Stevenson 0413 410 887

Bogong High Plains – Nov 2-5th
As this is a three-night trip, it isn’t
recommended for first-time pack-carriers, but
is suitable for anyone who’s managed one of
the previous “stepping stone” beginner walks
this year (including Sealers Cove).
Starting from Pretty Valley car-park, this
explores the Bogong High Plains south of
Falls Creek. Each day doesn’t require more
than 3 hours with a full pack, with campsites
at attractive huts such as Youngs and Ryders
Yard. Side trips will be made to peaks such
as Mt Jaitmathang (aka Mt Niggerhead), Mt
McKay and Mt Jim.
Enquiries: Bruce Meincke 9306 2428
In the same vein, a Chistmas trip planned to
the Jagungal area in Kosciuszko NP will also
be suitable for anyone who’s done a packcarry during the year.

Also in this Issue
 SmartPhone Apps for Bushwalkers – Clubnight talk and field
practice (p2).

 Great Days Out – Mt Buller snow-walk, Sherbrooke Forest, Pyrete Range,
Corinella, Brittania Creek Falls, Mt Langi Ghiran, and Organ Pipes NP (p3-4)

 Tips for Better Bushwalking – Stopping Cinnamon Fungus (p4)
 Cup Weekend at the Prom - Accommodated & pack-carry options (p5)
 Other planned walks – Eildon accommodated weekend, Exploring the
SE Coast and Hinchinbrook Island

 Recent Walk Snapshots – Beechworth, Cape Otway Lighthouse,
O’Briens Crossing, Mt Wills Easter & Wilsons Prom Northern circuit (p6-7)

 My First Pack Carry: A night on Lake Mountain – (p8).
 Gearing Up – More outdoor accessories for discerning walkers (p9)
 Easter Island Clubnight - (p9)
 The Sunny Side of South West Cape – A few hellish moments
don’t spoil an adventure in paradise (p10-12)

7.30pm Clubnights to Stay

 YHA Bushwalking History – Part 2: Finding Its Feet (p13-15)

The earlier 7.30pm starting time of clubnights
has proved popular, so the initial six month
trial will now become permanent.

 La Carte de Cabinets – How to buy extra time on a walk (p16)
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO YETI
These articles don’t write themselves y’know, nor
are they all plagiarised from the internet (well
some of them aren’t anyway). If you’ve enjoyed
yourself on one or two YHA trips or have some
thoughts about bushwalking which you’d like to
share, then here’s your opportunity to do so.
Find a spare moment, jot your experiences or
advice
down
then
email
them
to
yhabush@bigpond.com

YETI ONLINE
“Yeti”
has
its
own
website
www.yhabush.org.au/Yeti
containing
downloadable copies of the latest issue as
well as archived articles from past
editions. The web sites is well worth
visiting, as it often includes additional
photographs not able to be included in the
print version for reasons of space, as well
as superior reproduction.
TRIP LEADERS
Take advantage of the opportunity to
promote your upcoming trips in YETI with
a more detailed description than space in
the programme allows. Please contact the
editor with the details.
YHA ACTIVITIES CLUBNIGHT
Is held on a Monday night once a month at
the ‘Hub’,
80 Harbour Esplanade,
Docklands from 7.30pm to approx. 8:30pm.
Special events start just after 7.40pm,
everybody welcome.
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Smart Phone Apps for Bushwalkers
Clubnight – 7.30pm Monday 5th August
Mobile phones became widespread in the mid-90s, but only from 2007 have
they turned into so-called “smart phones” – that’s the year Apple introduced
the first iPhone. Google released its first version of “Android” that same year
and the first Android handset went on sale in November 2008. Today smart
phones are literally everywhere, especially in Australia, whose 70% market
penetration is one of the highest in the world – an incredible success story!
How Smart Are “Smart” Phones?
While smart phones are not really ‘smart’ at all, they are amazingly powerful
portable mini computers with lots of useful features; the processing power of
the newest high-end models equals that of a personal desktop computer just a
few years ago.
In addition to the basic functions of making a call and connecting to the
internet, they have a built-in GPS receiver, a magnetic compass and an
accelerometer.
So are there any smart phone apps that are useful specifically for bushwalkers?
Of course there are! My presentation will cover Android as well as iPhone
smart phone applications.
There’s An App for That!
There are dozens of different types of applications that are useful for
bushwalkers (how about checking the weather conditions and tide times before
starting your beach walk?) and I will present you a list of my personal
favorites. But most of my talk will focus on what matters most for
bushwalkers: navigation! There are many different apps available for free or
very little money which allow you to:
 Determine your position very accurately.
 Display your position in various formats.
 Show your position on a map.
 Download maps for offline usage for walks
in areas without cell phone reception
 Import maps from other sources – e.g.
scanned paper maps or digital providers on
the internet.
 Use the phone’s compass to indicate the
direction you are currently heading in.
 Record the track you walk
 Display a trip computer, showing values like
current speed, average speed, trip time, total
elevation clime, altitude, heading, etc.
 Keep a record of all your activities – thanks
to the Runkeeper app, I know that I have
walked 1,400 km since arriving in Australia
in February 2011.
 Save or navigate to waypoints on a map
Screenshot using the iPhone
 Follow a previously recorded track by you
‘Maps n Trax’ app.
or shared by others.
My club night talk is intended to cover “hands-on” use cases and practical
exercises, so it will possibly be the very first club night presentation you attend
during which you are requested to have your mobile phone switched on and to
actually use it during the presentation. There will be free WiFi internet access
available during the club night so that you can easily download the apps I will
introduce you to. They will be either free or cost up to $1.99.

Practical SmartPhone Navigation Exercise – Sat Aug 10th
On the Saturday following the club night, I will run a day walk (probably in the
Lysterfield area) with practical navigation exercises to make use of these apps.
The walk will only be around 8km, so we will have plenty of time learning how
to use the apps to determine our position and navigate through the bush.
Lutz Lademann

…since 1939
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4. Grantville to Corinella – Sunday 25th Aug

1. Mt Buller snow-walk – Saturday 10th August
Starting at the Mt Buller entrance booth, this is a 14km tollfree walk up and down Mt Buller via the Klingsporn Track
and McLaughlin Shoulder. The total climb is approximately
1200m over 4 hours. Most of the route is fairly sheltered,
however you need to be prepared for cold windy conditions
as the skiing area is approached. If weather permits, the Mt
Buller summit will be ascended (superb views on a clear
winter’s day), otherwise there is the option of a hot chocolate
at one of the on-snow restaurants before starting the descent.
This trip is suitable for those fit enough to have done a
“medium-hard” graded day walk. Snow-shoes are needed if
there is a reasonable depth of snow around the summit (the
leader will advise just beforehand if they are necessary). An
ice-axe should be carried even if the snow cover is poor, as
icy conditions can still be encountered near the summit.
Bookings must be made by 5th August.
Grading: Medium Enquiries: Bruce Meincke 9306 2428

2. Sherbrooke Forest
– Sunday 18th Aug
This 12km Dandenong Ranges
walk takes in the heart of
Sherbrooke with its tall mountain
ash and lush fern gullies.
Frequent lyrebird calls can
usually be heard throughout the
area and there are typically many
other birds as well.
Those not wishing to travel to
the city meeting point for carpooling can meet 10.30am at
Belgrave Station carpark.
There is an option for lunch at the beautiful Tudor style
Marybrooke Manor, built in the first half of the 20th Century
as one of a chain of grand guest houses. Meals are available
for approximately $20 and there are also lighter options.
Anyone wanting the lunch option must book in advance
(contact the leader) by Sunday 11th August. It isn’t necessary
to book for the walk itself, but if you just turn up on the day
you will need to self-cater!
Grading: Easy-med Enquiries: Dean Smart 0425 719 090

3. Pyrete Range – Saturday 24th August
The Pyrete Range, north of Bacchus Marsh and adjacent to
the Lerderderg Gorge area, is an opportunity to visit rugged
bushland close to Melbourne.
This 14km walk passes the well preserved ruins of an
antimony mine which ceased operating after World War 2,
then continues off track along the (generally dry) bed of
Pyrites Creek before heading up a gully. The walk is taken
from Glenn Tempest's excellent book, Daywalks around
Melbourne, with a longer description on his website.
Grading: Med-hard Enquiries: Chris Marney 0419 562 625
Note: Cinnamon fungus (see article page 4) is present in this
area, so please ensure your boots are cleaned before and after
the walk.
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An approximately 15km beach walk along the eastern
shoreline of Westernport Bay looking across to French
Island, this has points of both natural and historical interest.
The shoreline was once thick with mangroves –after being
largely cleared, attempts are now being made to restore the
natural vegetation. A few stands
of mangroves feature in the first
section of the walk (passing by,
not through them!). The area is
also a haven for waterbirds, with
herons, ibises and pelicans likely
to be spotted.
The walk will visit Settlement
Point, the site of one of Victoria’s
earliest settlements in 1826 and
also reached by Strzelecki’s epic
expedition overland from NSW.
With fine weather, this will be a
delight for photographers; the
route is a combination of beach
and walking track, but with some rocky sections so
reasonably sturdy footwear is recommended.
Grading: Medium Enquiries: Michael Carpinelli 9789 3076

5. Britannia Creek Falls – Sunday 1st Sept
Fancy a bit more challenging Sunday walk than usual, into an
area that's rarely been visited by the club?
The forested slopes of Mt Tugwell, off the Old Warburton
Road above Wesburn, offer the chance to explore sites of
sawmills, an old gold mine, and some little known cascades.
Tracks in this area can be used by trailbikers and 4WDs but
are generally closed to all vehicles at this time of year, so it's
likely we will not encounter anyone else on the walk.
The 14km walk starts at Wesburn Park recreation ground,
and there's a couple of kilometre long, very steep hills
to climb up, which might be slippery after rain.
Grading: Med-plus Enquiries: Chris Marney 0419 562 625

6. Mt Langi Ghiran grand tour – Sat 14th Sept
Located west of Melbourne between Beaufort and Ararat,
Langi Ghiran state park offers spectacular views from its
granite peaks. The Grampians to the south-west, the
Pyrenees including Mt Cole off to the north-east and eagles
circling overhead provide an unforgettable vista from the
main summit. The park has a couple of main walking tracks,
( con’t p4)
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but also lends itself to off-track exploring, as the vegetation is
mostly open-forest, with nothing too thick or scratchy. This
walk will do just that, visiting the less accessible ‘baby’ peak
of Mt Gorrin before ascending the main Langi Ghiran
summit from the rarely-used south west route. Other features
along the way include aboriginal rock art and Hidden Lagoon
– in recent years it has been the lagoon’s water that has been
well hidden, but if there is going to be any, early spring
should be the best time to find it.
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Tips for Better Bushwalking
– #16 Stopping Cinnamon Fungus
Phytophthora cinnamomi aka cinnamon fungus aka dieback
can have a devastating impact on the bush we enjoy – so it is
vital that our very enjoyment of the bush doesn’t worsen the
problem. Its soil-borne microscopic spores infect root
systems, starving a plant of nutrients and water, resulting in a
relatively rapid death.
Particularly susceptible species
include grass trees (an affected group pictured below) and
some eucalypts. For these there is no treatment or cure, only
prevention by limiting the rate at which phytophthora is
spread. The natural transmission rate is slow, about 1m/year;
far more rapid is the impact from human activity transporting
contaminated soil. While arguably vehicles such as those
engaged in forestry or bulldozing tracks have been the main
culprits, foot traffic can significantly contribute to the problem.

Langi Ghiran state park: View NE from Mt Gorrin
The total distance is 14km, about a third of it is off-track and
there are a couple of steep 250m climbs and descents.
Hence participants should have reasonable fitness and some
prior experience on medium-grade day walks; for those who
do, this should prove a very rewarding bushwalk.
Grading: Med-hard
Enquiries: Stephen Smith 9387 6481

7. Ada Valley Circuit – Sunday 29th Sept
An easy 14km walk in the Yarra State Forest near
Warburton, this follows a section of the Ada River before
returning via the site of the New Ada Mill which operated in
the 1930s. Lyrebirds and platypus have been spotted in this
area so you never know your luck (unfortunately it can also
be a leech haven in wet conditions). Bring warm clothes, as
although it will be spring, this area can remain quite cool.
Grading: Easy
Enquiries: Lutz Lademann 0419 621 335

8. Organ Pipes – Saturday 12th October
A short 30 km north west of Melbourne, the Organ Pipes
National Park is the smallest park in Victoria but known for
its geological formations and deep Jacksons creek valley.
More significant is the location of the first Friends group in
Australia, the FOOP began in 1972 to revegetate a denuded
landscape with indigenous plants. This group pioneered the
concept of using only local species planted in specific zones.
It’s striking to see the change in the vegetation and
subsequent increase in native animals. The park has unusual
friendly neighbours as Melbourne Airport, Calder Raceway
and Calder Freeway all keep development at bay due to noise
issues.
The walk will be outside the usual visitor experience and will
involve small foot tracks, creek crossing and steep hills.
Commentary by a local expert will explain current research
projects including frog watch, platypus survey, the 17 year
Micro bat banding project, sugar glider relocation &
monitoring and much more.
Grading: Medium Enquiries: Robert Irvine 9744-6395
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Affected day-walk areas close to Melbourne include the
Brisbane Ranges, Kinglake, Lerderderg state park, Pt Nepean
and the Anglesea heathlands. Further afield the problem is
endemic in the Otways, Grampians, Wilsons Promontory and
Gippsland coastal forests.
PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF THIS DISEASE – Every
bushwalker now has an obligation to clean their boots and
gear BEFORE entering the bush and upon leaving it,
especially in wet, muddy conditions.
RECOMMENDED CLEANING PROCEDURES –
A mixture of 80% methylated spirits and 20% water will
kill this menace on boots, trekking poles, etc.
This is easily carried in a two-litre plastic bottle, along with a
plastic tub and funnel for returning mixture to bottle after
use. These items are easily carried in a car boot.
Ammonia and bleach are not recommended, as these
materials will damage boots and gear and leach the colour in
many instances.
LEADERS PREROGATIVE – As leaders should be setting
a good example in bush etiquette and responsibility, it is
reasonable to stipulate that everyone arrives with clean boots
and gear. If this is not the case, then a leader may choose to
not permit a person to participate in a walk.

This year’s one-day First Aid course will again be held at the
Hub (clubnight venue) location in Docklands. Leaders are
strongly encouraged to attend (previous certificates are only
valid for 3 years), but anyone is welcome. Leaders will
receive a free bushwalking first aid kit upon completion and
have the course fee fully subsidised by the club.
st
Bookings: Paul Gottliebsen 9525 7889 by 31 August
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Cup Weekend at the Prom: 2-5th November

Eildon Winter Weekend – 17-18th August

Wilsons Promontory is one of the places that people return to
year after year. One reason is its proximity to Melbourne.
The other is the variety of walks, terrain, and scenery that the
Prom offers, in particular, the cool rainforests and beaches.
Fire and flood have resulted in major track closures over the
past few years, however repair work has finally enabled the
Sealers Cove track from Telegraph Saddle to be re-opened.
This Melbourne Cup long weekend there is a choice of two
ways to enjoy the Prom, either as an accommodated trip or
camping out along the southern circuit.

There are a few places still available for this weekend,
staying in cabins on the Goulburn River near Lake Eildon.
Each day will feature walks (with more than a few hills) in
Eildon National Park, with a pub meal at Alexandra on
Saturday evening. Total cost is $75 plus booking fee.
Grading: Medium Enquiries: Lutz Lademann 0419 621 335

Sealers Cove – a landmark common to both trips

Southern Circuit (pack-carry)
Departing Saturday morning from Melbourne, this takes an
anti-clockwise circuit from Telegraph Saddle car park.
Campsites will be at Roaring Meg, Little Waterloo Bay and
Sealers Cove, with optional side-trips to South Point (the
southernmost tip of mainland Australia) and the lighthouse.
The cost is $33.90 for camping permits plus booking fee,
payable when booking in order to secure a place. Early
booking is advisable, as the group size is restricted by park
regulations.
Grading: Medium
Limit: 12
Enquiries: Marina Carpinelli 0428 818 089 (AH).

Prom Day Walks (accommodated)
Accommodation is at the small Foster YHA; cost is $120 +
booking fees, payable in full upon booking.
The first walk will be a semi-circuit starting from the
Telegraph Saddle car park to Oberon and Little Oberon Bays,
then on to Tidal River. This route is initially a 4wd track
through woodlands and coastal scrub before returning along
the coast with some magnificent views across several bays.
The distance is 17km but is a relatively easy track.
The second walk is a return track to Sealers Cove,
approximately 19km. This is also relatively easy walk and
passes through woodlands and a few cool rain-forest gullies
before arriving at the pristine beach at Sealers Cove.
The third walk will encompass sections of the western
coastline near Tidal River. It will begin near Lilly Pilly Gully
and include Pillar Point, Squeaky Beach, Picnic Bay, Picnic
Point, Whiskey Bay and Tongue to Derby River (with a short
section following the road). Approximate distance 15km.
The last day will consist of a shorter walk in the northern
section to Millers Landing and Vereker Lookout. At low tide
it is possible to walk out to an island.
Grading: Medium Enquiries: David Sale 0407 667 624
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NSW South East Coast – 12-19th October

Beyond the Croajingalong and Nadgee wilderness regions
either side of the Vic/NSW border are some more easily
accessible coastal parks which also offer some very scenic
walking. This will be a week exploring the SE coastal
region, done as day walks with vehicle-based camping in
national parks.
A highlight is Ben Boyd NP (photo above) south of Eden; its
30km Light to Light walk (split over two days) winds
through a series of bays, beaches and headlands featuring
distinctive red-tinged rocks.
Mimosa Rocks NP further north is another day trip option,
whilst slightly inland a hike to the summit of Mt Imlay
provides grandstand views of the coast.
A day trip to Gabo Island is also an option (unfortunately,
despite
its
remoteness,
the
island’s
lighthouse
accommodation is booked out months in advance so an
overnight stay isn’t possible). The island is barely 1km x
2km, so not a lot of time is needed to explore it and maybe
spot a few passing whales.
Other day walk possibilities are around Mallacoota or in
Croajingalong National Park.
Bookings need to be confirmed by 1st October.
Grading: Easy-med
Enquiries: Stephen Smith 9387 6481

Hinchinbrook Island – Winter 2014
Situated off Townsville in far north Queensland,
Hinchinbrook Island’s combination of pristine beaches and
lush rainforest is a perfect escape from the southern winter.
Some forward planning is needed for this walk, as numbers
are strictly limited and permits for the peak (and best) time of
July-August can book out several months ahead.
Expressions of interest are sought from anyone interested in
doing this (about a week including flights) next winter.
Contact the organiser, whereupon it is intended that the trip
date and bookings for a core group (maximum six) will be
confirmed before Christmas. More information about this
very popular walk can be found on page 11 of Yeti #41.
Grading: Medium
Enquiries: Robert 9459 4624
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Beechworth Labour Day weekend. Earlier this year YHA
Bushwalking hit the trails around Beechworth, staying at the
historic Old Priory built in 1887.
As Beechworth is one of Australia’s best preserved historic
old gold rush towns, there was always plenty to do for the
group after the walking had finished.
We hit the Beechworth Bakery, Honey and Old Fashioned
Lolly Shop on several occasions but the Beechworth
Brewery was the number one stop for a cleansing ale after a
not so hard day of walking.
We also enjoyed a great group barbeque in the relaxing back
gardens of the Old Priory and played table tennis late into
the evening for those who still had energy to burn.
This was a great relaxing weekend away with a fantastic
group of people. We hope to repeat this trip again as there
is so much to do in this historic area. Andrew Stevenson

Recent Walk Snapshots
Cape Otway Lighthouse Weekend

Another popular trip was Cape Otway Lighthouse. A few
people had trouble finding the key to a padlocked gate in
order to drive in – moral: read the leader’s trip notes
more carefully – but once inside enjoyed the cosy
accommodation. The only way for day visitors to view
the lighthouse and the Cape nowadays (or even get a
decent cup of coffee) is to pay an $18 entrance fee.
Fortunately this is free to anyone staying overnight and
there were many other buildings of interest in the grounds
such as the old telegraph station and gun emplacements.
The weather was kind; some initially heavy rain on
Saturday morning cleared within minutes of beginning the
walk and became very sunny on Sunday.

Come on Baby, Light My Fire.
Popular camp grounds invariably mean being stripped bare of
easily accessible firewood. But, as a group of beginners were
taught on the O’Briens Crossing weekend in May, this problem
is solved if the campsite is shared with a randy, chainsawwielding 4WDer.
The roar of a chainsaw could be heard well before reaching the
campsite. Its source was a young couple who’d amassed a pile
large enough to last a few nights containing more logs than
they could probably count. With the timber collection finished,
they settled down to some gold panning. It wasn’t prospecting
for precious metal that got them suddenly excited, but the
prospect of some afternoon delight. After all that getting
wood, the guy had gotten wood. Disappearing into their tent,
any doubt that their skyrockets were in flight was laid to rest by
the moans of pleasure carrying loudly across the campsite.
Club veteran John B hadn’t heard anyone enjoying herself so
much inside a tent since the glory days of Maggie Lee and,
sensing an opportunity, crept up to their campsite.
Prometheus stole fire and was punished by having an eagle
peck away endlessly at his liver. This was only pinching
firewood, and there weren’t any eagles hovering about the
campsite – but the guy did have a chainsaw!
Nevertheless, the time to hesitate was through - valour got the
nod over discretion and JB grabbed some logs. Whatever noise
he made didn’t disturb the occupants of the tent, so he repeated
the lesson to the onlooking group with a few return trips.
By the time night fell, things had eased off in the other tent, but
the sparks were flying amongst the YHA campers.

Obvious walk, but also the ideal ones for this location are
being dropped off then following the Great Ocean Walk
back to the lighthouse from either direction. The starting
points were Glenaire and Blanket Bay.
To have the leader bake a batch of scones afterwards and
serve everyone a Devonshire tea set a standard for all
future accommodated trip organisers to aspire towards.
For those on the Grampians Easter Trip who enjoyed
themselves so much that they can’t remember much
about it, fortunately someone from the Grampians
Bushwalking Club has written an account of it in their
Winter 2013 Newsletter.
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Easter – Mt Wills pack-carry
Although only another 20km further on as the crow flies from
the Bogong High Plains or Mt Bogong, the extra time needed to
reach Mt Wills puts it out of the range of a two or three day
walk. As a result this far flung 1750m peak is rarely visited and
only two out of the group of 12 had been there before.
The route taken involved two fairly arduous days from Ropers
Hut: descend to Big River, then up to Mt Bogong via Quartz
Ridge, next day leave Bogong via Long Spur before finally
climbing Mt Wills. Thankfully the effort was worthwhile; it
was a very pleasant surprise how attractive Mt Wills is. There
are plenty of grassy campsites amidst snow gums untouched by
the 2003 bushfire. Then there is a comfortable hut providing
shelter and somewhere to cook and congregate in the evening.
Finally there are the views, across the remote peaks of northeast
Victoria towards the Main Range NSW as well as looking back
west to Mt Bogong and the Bogong High Plains. Both the
summits of Mt Wills and Mt Wills South two kilometres further
on provided excellent vantage points, with a perfectly timed
period of clear weather during our overnight stay.
The recent sealing of the Bogong High Plains Rd and Omeo
Highway in this region has made access and a car shuffle from
Falls Creek much easier. The Alpine Walking Track is also in
good condition, with no difficulty experienced locating markers.
Track clearing was apparently done a couple of years ago, and
although a few fallen trees have cluttered it since, they didn’t
significantly impede a quick descent from Mt Wills to the Omeo
Highway. This area deserves to be visited more frequently,
with easier walk options possible by accessing it to and from the
Omeo Highway.

Stephen Smith
Wilsons Prom Northern Circuit – Anzac Day Weekend
The most eventful day of this trip began at Chinaman Cove.
After walking south for 2 km through scratchy coastal scrub
we reached Chinaman Beach. Purple crabs the size of 20
cent coins had sculpted the sand overnight. Walking southwest for 6 km on Tin Mine Track, we found a piece of old
tram line, a hat and a yellow thong. Reaching the eastern
coast we passed a solar-powered lighthouse and found a rope
provided to help us down a sandy slope. The rope wasn't
necessary and I joked with pretend seriousness that “this
doesn't happen in the Southern Prom” (the southern circuit is
a much easier walk). However I repeated these words more
seriously when we reached the shore and found that we had
to race waves to cross the rocks. We walked south along a
beach for 5 km, finding varied and beautiful shells, sponges
and driftwood. At a small peninsula we watched a lone emu dance on the next beach. Crossing the ill-defined track over three
mile point, we reached Johnny Souey Cove, where sea eagles flew away up the estuary.
While Michael and I examined the storm-damaged campsite he asked me which way the track was. I pointed at some bushes
and said I would call him from the track. However, I forgot to call back and Michael, seeing a marker tape at the top of the
slope, took a 20 minute detour through some tall and thick bracken. Eventually emerging he required first aid on his bleeding
scratches. Five minutes further on, Michael realised that his camera had been pulled off in the bracken. We went back to look
but couldn't find it.
After the scenic, windy climb over Monkey Point we descended steeply to Five Mile Beach as the light faded. Tanveer
expressed concern that we might run into the 'Northern Prom bogan' at the campsite. With tents up by 5:30pm we had 30
minutes left to find water before dark. This involved crossing Miranda Creek and finding a small spring where we took turns
filling up with Lisa's cup. While crossing back over the river in the dark, Lisa spotted an eel in her headtorch beam. Back at
camp we were joined for dinner by large and small spiders, bull-ants and a scorpion. After plenty of food and intellectual
discussion about Gaia we retired to our tents to recover from our big day.

Marina Carpinelli
YHA Bushwalking
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A Night on Lake Mountain: My First Pack-Carry Trip
A series of beginner overnight walks earlier this year saw quite a number initiated into the
not-all-that-strange world of pack-carrying. Here’s one walker’s account of her experience.
Having been curious about Pack Carry trips for a long time, I
was really excited to find Les’ trip “Lake Mountain to Keppel
Hut”. As an irregular Sunday walker, I felt a bit nervous.
But I always trust Les as a patient and responsible leader, and
I decided to give it a try.
Thanks to John’s direction, our drive to Marysville was
smooth. When I saw Johnny the Walker, my heart sank.
Don’t misunderstand me, I like Johnny. But isn’t this a
beginner’s walk? And why is he carrying a hiking pole? I
have never seen him so serious. Bruce was with Johnny, and
said “Who told you it is a beginner’s walk? You shouldn’t
trust all the flyers”. Oh - is it too late to return to Melbourne?
Before we arrived at the ski resort, it started to rain with
strong wind. I couldn’t find my gloves and beanie, and was
kind of panicked. We posed for a “pre-walk” group picture
for Bruce before my first ever Pack Carry walk.

Ready to Start (photo: Bruce Meincke)
It was also first time for me to walk on a skiing track. I was
excited to see special resting places for skiers. Soon after the
walk started, I realised that we had such a wonderful team,
full of fun, kind and knowledgeable people. We have Johnny
pick the bush tucker and bush deodorants. We have Les and
Bruce talk about the local history. We have Jan to tell club
stories. And I know that all the experienced walkers were
observing us beginners, and ready to help. I was really
grateful when we finally arrived at the hut, with two capable
and experienced walkers setting the pace according to our
capability. Thank you all who prepared the fire wood and the
“benches”; we had a cosy story time around the fireplace and
such a good laugh!
Bruce started his Gear lesson immediately after the walk
started, mainly about packs. Whenever I saw Bruce playing
with his camera, I was imagining a “Don’t” sign on my
picture, such as “Don’t carry a too big unisex pack as Jun is
doing”. When we arrived at the camp, the lesson was about
tents and sleeping gears, the sign on my picture was “No
need to carry an extra mat, which is at least 300g heavy” and
“What is it? A tent and a tent cover of another tent.” I was
really thrilled to know that it was the first time for Bruce to
see such a thing as my invention. When the time came for
dinner, the lesson was about cooking equipment. I finally got
a “Do” for my gas tank and stove.
I decided to accept Bruce’s suggestion to sleep in the hut. I
was really upset that he was right again; there were rats in the
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“Do enjoy yourself in good company” (photo: Bruce Meincke)
hut! I am not afraid of rats, but I didn’t want them to chew
through my expensive new thermarest mat! I had a worried
sleep. Even before the sun rose, people in the tents started to
talk! I was surprised that I could hear them so clearly. So,
next time when you camp, no matter how far you are away
from other people, be careful, they can hear you . Johnny,
as usual, got up with the sun, and came to knock at the hut
door. That is it, my first pack carry night.
The walk back to the resort was shorter. As the sky cleared
up, the walk was more relaxing. But I didn’t feel my pack
lighter after all the food I ate, the water I drank and the gas I
burnt. Why? We stopped at Melbourne Lookout, but I really
couldn’t see a faintest sight of Melbourne at all. Maybe I
should get a new pair of glasses.
Here are some things I took home from this trip. First, a
suitable pack is too important. I have a brand new 70 litre
back pack. I have forgotten when and why I bought it. One
thing I did remember is that I picked it because many parts of
the pack can be adjusted to suit female body. But this pack
gave me much pain during this walk. I agree with Bruce, that
it is too tall and too big for me. It’s hard to get the weight
balanced. I think that I will rent and try some packs before
going to get another one.
Secondly, packing was always hard. I know that most
beginners tend to over pack, and I paid special attention not
to take too many things. At the end of the trip, I found that I
took too much food, an extra mat and some extra clothing
unused, but my sleeping bag wasn’t warm enough, and I
forgot my gloves, beanie and toilet paper with my first aid
kit. So, I suggest tick a checklist with everything beside your
backpack before packing. When I packed, I had to adjust and
readjust weight, and I think that was when I got some things
out and forgot to put them back in!
Finally, I want to thank every one of the team, you made my
first pack carry trip so pleasant and memorable. Every one of
you has such wonderful experiences, I really enjoyed the
stories you told about your walks, your homes, your jobs and
your pets. Confucius said among three people, there must be
at least one to be my teacher. I learnt a lot from you all,
thank you.
Jun Li
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Outdoor accessories for the discerning walker, compiled by Andrew Stevenson

Need breathable 20,000mm rated waterproof pants
that do not cost an arm or a leg? Then maybe
Blizzard Aquatec pants are just for you?
http://www.aussiedisposals.com.au

XTM Stuff It Puffer Jackets are a lightweight 600 loft
duck down that will help keep you warm on those
chilly morning or nights on the trail.
http://www.xtm.com.au

Exped make some of the most comfortable sleeping
mats around, using 700 loft goose down that will
keep you cozy and warm on winter adventures above
or below the snowline.
http://www.exped.com

Can’t be without your gadgets while away on the trail?
The Solar Monkey Adventurer will charge your iphone
or Smartphone up to two times and an Ipad up to 25%.
The built in battery stores power to charge when you
need it and can also be charged by 240v.
http://www.paddypallin.com.au

The Leki Micro Stick Carbon is a sturdy lightweight
trekking pole at only 534grams a pair that can be put
away in seconds to fit snugly inside your pack.

The Kovea Booster +1 Stove has the convenience to run
quick and easy on Isobutane/Propane or on Shellite
without having to change the jet for those extended
Pack Carries.
http://www.gmaelemental.com.au

http://www.velovita.net.au

Clubnight 7.30pm Monday November 11th
Easter Island, or as the locals know it Rapi Nui, is one of
the most remote places on earth where the Moai stand
silent holding their secrets to how they got there.
Whereas it’s not a hiking destination, there a few really
good day walks that you can do if you ever take the time
to visit this wonderful remote place.
Our November clubnight will shed some light on this
mysterious island that lies 3550km from Chile and
2000km from Pitcairn Island.

YHA Bushwalking
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The Sunnier Side of South West Cape (Feb 2013)
A few hellish moments don’t spoil an adventure in paradise
Fri 22nd Feb - A Journey by Air, Land & Water
South west Tasmania is notorious for its wild weather, where
an endless succession of cold fronts sweep along the Roaring
Forties to pound the first land encountered in thousands of
kilometres with wind, waves and squalls of rain. So as five
of us basked in sunshine, drying our feet to put boots back on
after wading ashore at Schooner Cove, it wasn’t hard to
wonder if that morning’s air and boat journeys had taken us
to the right place. The vista was more like one in north
Queensland; the only disturbance to the glass-smooth surface
of Bathurst Harbour was the ripples from the boat which had
dropped us off returning to Melaleuca. We would also be
making our way back to Melaleuca, but instead of a 30
minute ride over the water, we’d spend the next nine days
bushwalking 65km around South West Cape.
The day had started with an 8am pickup from Hobart YHA
for the light plane flight to Melaleuca. With 13 other walkers
also flying in that day, the total weight of people and packs
was too much for the three aircraft available. For a while it
seemed as if our packs would travel on a second run two
hours later, but luckily Paul brought some logic to the
discussion. We had a long first-day hike, so our packs came
with us while those doing the short half-day start to the South
Coast track agreed to wait for the next flight. The absolutely
perfect weather gave us glorious views of Federation Peak,
Western Arthurs, Mt Anne and in the distance Frenchmans
Cap. The fire near the Western Arthurs was out but we could
see where the burn mark crept up the valley. Upon arrival at
Melaleuca, a ranger told us they were expecting 35°C and a
total fire ban day on Monday - a sign of our weather ahead.
It is possible to walk a full circuit of SW Cape from
Melaleuca, however the overland route across the top section
(shaded grey on the map below) is reputedly muddy, not
particularly scenic and requires waist-deep (or worse) inlet
crossings. Hence for $50 each, we chose to bypass that with
a boat-ride to Schooner Cove near the mouth of Bathurst
Harbour.

The pilot/coxswain switched over to full speed as we
powered down Bathurst Narrows, with the 771m Mt Rugby
above us. What a fantastic way to start a trip.
Schooner Cove isn’t on the SW Cape circuit track; the first
day would be spent finding our way across untracked country
to join the marked route at Noyhener Beach.
Paul led the navigation to the crest of a hill above the cove,
from where a view appeared of small bays, inlets and islands
leading west towards the ocean. We found a relatively easy
path through knee-high scrub down to the inlet beach, then
continued along the foreshore at low tide. It was easy going
for a few kilometres until we encountered the outlet of a
major creek. Paul scouted the crossing without a pack, and
while it wasn’t particularly deep, he started sinking in mud so
we decided to head a few hundred metres upstream. We
eventually found a narrow section with logs able to be used to
cross over, but getting there was a thirty minute bush-bash.

A Sticky Situation
After crossing the creek, we dropped back to the beach and
continued stringing out along the mud flats. Suddenly we
heard a cry for help behind us; Stephen was stuck with both
legs knee-deep in mud. The rest of us laid branches around
him and found that, yes the mud had him tight. Only after we
took his pack and surgically removed his camera could he lift
himself using the branches for purchase. A warning of what
could happen to anyone walking on their own.

Once we reached the southern extremity of the inlet, the final
leg of the day’s walk was cross-country to Noyhener beach.
A fishing float marked the turnoff, but there was no track,
just impenetrable scrub. Several hundred metres/half an hour
later, another float indicated the overland route to Melaleuca.
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South West Cape (con’td)
More scrub and then some huge sand dunes finally led us to
Noyhener beach at the outlet of Murgab Creek. A track away
from the beach led to an expansive, sheltered campsite
underneath spreading trees. I had no hesitation dropping my
pack and heading into the surf for a swim, then a cold rinse in
the dark tannin-stained creek.
We checked our food was hanging up on the many ropes
strung between the trees and then fell into bed easily after an
exciting first day. During the night a spotted quoll wandered
through the campsite scavenging scraps of food, so it had
been prudent to secure what we’d depend on for sustenance
during the rest of the week.

Sat 23rd Feb - Smitten by a Midden
Waking up after a well-earned sleep, it was straight down to
the beach for the first swim of the day in the Southern Ocean,
like yesterday calm and flat from a gentle offshore northerly
breeze. Today was an easy day trip to Spain Bay, the
originally planned starting point of the South Coast track.
Although it was low tide, the rocky headland at the end of
Noyhener Beach was impassable so, in order to cross the
short distance to the next bay, some cliff scaling and bushbashing was needed. White-breasted sea eagles flew
overhead and dotterels ran along the sand as we walked
around the bay debating whether it was environmentally
sounder to toilet in the sea or bury it inland. Bruce and my
proposition is that no one tries to drink sea water but anything
buried has the chance to leach into ground water. The jury
was still out by the time we reached the end of the long sandy
beach. A well-made track over to Spain Bay led us to a crest
where we obtained our first view of SW Cape, 20km distant
as the crow flies but still a few days walk away. As the
others had a relaxed lunch on Spain Bay, I swam out about
100m to a float and discovered a cage with four crayfish
locked inside. Calling out to the others, they joked that the
owner had his telescopic site on me ready to take a shot
should I take any and bring them ashore.
On the return trip we stopped at an aboriginal midden. This
was huge, 30m high, with thousands of abalone and other
shells that would have taken hundreds of years to amass.
Truly in awe of its size, we spent some time inspecting its
contents; Bruce declared it the highlight of his trip.
th

Sun 24 Feb - Tropical Tassie
Back at the campsite, I decided to move my tent onto the vast
beach (see photo page 1). It was exposed, but the air was so
still that this represented a rare chance to do something like
this in SW Tasmania. I had a wonderful night’s sleep except
without the tent fly on, the full moon had me waking up
several times thinking it was dawn.
The next day was supposed to be easy, so we started at the
relaxed time of 9am to also catch the low tide around rocks
pre-inspected by Paul the day before. The section around the
rocks ended with a float and rock cairn marking the track into
the hinterland. It seemed easy at first until we lost the track.
Instead of retracing our steps to the last marker, we attempted
to bush-bash our way out using maps, compass and GPS that
turned out to be nearly an hour of hard hot work. Eventually,
after scrambling out of tea-tree scrub to the top of a small hill
for a view, we re-discovered the track; very obvious once we
were back on it.
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The full group at the high point of SW Cape Range.
By now it was starting to get hotter and humid; a 200 m
climb is very tiring at 32°C. At the highest point we
overlooked Island Bay before descending through thick
scrub, very tight and overgrown, then emerging at Window
Pane Bay. Here was a lovely riverside campsite on another
dark tannin stained creek running into a bay as flat as a
millpond. We were taken by surprise on how hard the day
had been as the heat and climbs were not supposed to come
until Monday. Knowing the following section would be the
longest we decided to make the next day a rest day and avoid
climbing in possible 35°C heat.

Fruits of the sea
I’d discovered back at Noyhener beach that this whole region
has abalone in abundance, easily located on rocks barely 2m
below the surface. Starting with two on the first night, sliced
up and pan-fried, this had been a luxury extra each day since.
A fishing boat anchored in Window Pane bay overnight
turned out to be on an abalone expedition, taking advantage
of a rare spell of calm weather to nip around the coast from
Hobart. A couple of abalone divers came ashore, whereupon
we offered them a cup of tea and got chatting. Each of them
had taken their quota of two tonnes in the past day, which at
$47 per kilo is…earning money a lot faster than I do. What
we ate fresh on the trip would have cost around $500 if
ordered at a restaurant.

Mon 25th Feb - Sir Bruce slays a serpent
As we were standing on the creek bank next to our campsite,
Paul noticed a black tiger snake swimming towards us. It
wasn’t shy and was maintaining its course for our camp. In
shorts and bare feet, we knew we didn’t want a snake
amongst our tents. We tried to scare it away at first by
waving and shouting, then threw sticks and rocks in front of
it, all to no avail as it kept on coming. Wielding a long stick,
Bruce scooped up the snake and flung it back to the middle of
the river - we all thought that was the end of it and it would
swim away but it was not to be. Now the snake was really
angry; it lifted and flattened its black head showing its yellow
underbelly and swam straight at us in full attack mode! We
all threw anything at hand, but to no effect. As it reached the
bank Bruce positioned himself in front of the snake and with
one blow broke its neck. He followed this with a few more to
be sure it was dead, before casting it into the middle of the
creek where it sank, never to be seen again. ( cont’d p12)
To see many more SW Cape photos:
Come along to Clubnight Monday 2nd September
or visit the Yeti website and view this trip’s photo-diary.
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Tue 26 Feb - A Tarn with a view
An early start for our longest day, 15km along the ridgeline
of South West Cape Range. Once again, we lost the track in
the region of deep gullies and tangled forest between the
coast and the open hills. This time however we back-tracked.
A closer look at the markings put us back on the right path.
From there it was up and up, with excellent views, swifts
zooming everywhere overhead and 20°C weather. This
exposed route could be unpleasant in rough weather but we
had barely a breath of wind and clear sky. Just after lunch on
the range’s high point, we met the first other walkers, two
men and a teenage girl heading in the opposite direction.
Despite the mild weather, we weren’t moving particularly
fast and didn’t look like reaching Wilson Bight before 7pm.
The range was devoid of any water supply – apart from a tarn
we found just before 4pm. A decision to camp there spared
us a late finish and provided a spectacular campsite with
ocean and island views to the east and west. The sun poked
through gaps in thickening cloud to provide a lovely sunset as
Maatsukyer Island lighthouse to our SE began pulsating.
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along the easy and well-marked eastern section. Prior to this
he’d done something similar in South America and written a
book (in German) “2000km in Patagonia”. Andreas camped
with us for the remaining nights of the trip; before you knew
it, the talk was about gear as Paul, Bruce and Andreas had the
same brand of tent (Hilleberg), whilst Andreas lusted after
Bruce’s waterproof Arcturus pack (as you do). The barometer
in his watch predicted improving weather next day...

Thurs 28th Feb – Revisiting a lost view
Before we had done much more than wake up, Andreas
dropped in to say he had been up to Mt Karamu at 5am to
watch the sunrise. Keen to see views of SouthWest Cape
they’d missed out on yesterday, Paul, Rudi and Stephen also
walked back up the track now the that weather had cleared.
That would keep them out of mischief for the morning, in
readiness for departure early afternoon during low-tide. The
walk wasn’t far, but the first section required careful
scrambling around a rocky headland.
I spent the morning swimming and packing up, but Bruce
decided to leave earlier as the tide was lower than expected.
The track was by now very well marked, festooned with pink
ribbons, and Ketchem Bay another scenic cove and campsite.

Friday 1st Mar – Final afternoon in paradise

Wed 27th Feb - A Tarn no longer with a view
Overnight the weather changed. The cloud lowered so we
had very little visibility. What yesterday was an easy walk
along a clear footpad had now become a serious navigation
exercise. The track faded in and out so we needed a
combination of map/compass and GPS to stay on the correct
ridge. With no views of SW Cape from Mt Karamu, we had a
lunch huddled behind a rock outcrop before a descent below
the cloud revealed a view of Wilson Bight. We encountered
our first manufactured step installed by Tassie Parks so we
knew this was the start of civilisation. Then began the very
steep climb down, almost like walking down stairs, to the
beach at Wilson Bight. This was a stone beach with bowling
ball size white rocks along the shore. As with all our beach
camps there was lots of flotsam and jetsam carted up to create
furniture and animal-proof hanging ropes for our food.

Der mega-wanderer
While the others went off to explore, I encountered our first
solo walker, a determined-looking German with a very light
home-made pack. From the way his face was peeling,
sunscreen wasn’t part of the limited supplies he carried. After
exploring briefly he decided to camp on an exposed piece of
grass next to a creek near us. He was attempting to do as
many epic Tasmanian walks as he could solo; the Overland
and South Coast tracks were already under his belt, with the
Western Arthurs next on his list. For SW Cape however,
he’d been advised (quite rightly) not to do the full circuit on
his own and so was just doing a return walk from Melaleuca
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The track continued improving; heading north out of
Ketchem Bay it was well-graded and re-routed to provide the
best views up and down the coast. The walking was easy
now, with lightened packs, open countryside and only the
occasional overgrown vegetation to push through. We
arrived at New Harbour Bay by lunch time and could have
easily pushed on to Melaleuca that afternoon. This was a
much more scenic spot, the last of the magnificent bays on
our walk, so we instead opted to relax and have a final swim
and abalone supper.
After setting up at the main campsite in the middle of the vast
sandy beach I explored further and found a more sheltered
site one kilometre away beside a creek at the northern end of
the bay. Although everyone had already put their tent up, it
wasn’t too hard to convince them to pack up and shift camp,
as it would mean 15 minutes less walking next day.

Saturday 2nd Mar - Flying back above it all
The last day was an easy walk over button grass plains to the
junction of the South Coast track. From there it was
boardwalk, perfect for creating blisters, for the final few
kilometres into Melaleuca. We encountered large groups just
starting out on their multi-day hikes (including one person in
thongs!). In the huts at Melaleuca we were back to comfort
with bunks, a kitchen area and tank water. We also realized
we had no news of the outside world for nine days and did
not miss it.
Our return flight to Hobart had a surprise bonus; two of the
passengers were on a sightseeing day trip, so the pilot flew us
way out to the mouth of Port Davey, back over the area of the
first day’s walk, and gave us an excellent commentary.
For anyone just interested in visiting the tip of SW Cape
(which we missed out on), a return trip via the eastern bays is
well marked and fairly easy; allow two days each way to
Wilson Bight plus a day for the cape side-trip. The western
side is far more challenging, but well worth the effort. The
success of this trip was in no small part due to Paul’s
excellent planning, research and leadership.

Robert Irvine
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YHA Bushwalking History: Part 2 - Finding Its Feet (1947-1957)
The Story So Far
YHA Victoria (also the first in Australia) was founded in
September 1939 with a vision to establish a network of
hostels based around activities such as bushwalking and
cycling. The first hostels were on what are now the north and
eastern outskirts of Melbourne such as Kinglake, Warrandyte
and Mt Evelyn. Unsurprisingly World War 2 stymied the
growth of YHA in its early years, nevertheless occasional
walks to or between hostels were organised. When a
generation resumed ordinary life after the war, interest in
outdoor recreation began to flourish. Day walks added to
more frequent hostel-based walks, but there was also interest
in overnight camping trips. These would allow walks in
many regions not opened up by hostels. In October 1947 a
bushwalking committee was established to focus on
overnight hikes.
A Committee organises Board Meetings
Despite initial enthusiasm and YHA’s steadily increasing
membership, it would take the best part of the following
decade for the bushwalking club to firmly establish itself.
The first overnight bushwalk to Mt Donna Buang and
Boobyalla on 29-30 November 1947 had an attendance of 17
and was regarded as very successful. Perplexingly the next
two organised trips were surfing weekends at Angelsea in
February 1948. Though these were also popular they were
clearly off-track for a bushwalking committee, so a separate
YHA Surfing activity was spun-off and remained active until
the late 1950s.
The First Hurdle
A major problem the first bushwalking committee faced was
a lack of experienced people to draw upon who knew much
about overnight walks outside of the well-trodden hostel
routes, let alone could lead them. Participation in YHA
activities was strictly confined to members, which during the
late 1940s numbered just over 1000 in Victoria. An appeal
was made to the membership, asking them to provide details
of any bushwalking trips from one to several days they were
acquainted with. YHA was a member of the Federation of
Victorian Walking Clubs (FVWC, now Bushwalking
Victoria) but relationships with other bushwalking clubs were
mixed. Some had supported, even given donations to, YHA
at the time it was founded and used its hostels, whereas the
“real” bushwalking elements regarded hostel-based walking
as second-class. Over time the club would benefit from the
Federation’s resources, and some of its members would
become heavily involved and influential within it, but in the
1940s these connections had yet to be established and YHA
was pretty much on its own. Nevertheless some new territory
was explored; during 1948-49 overnight hikes were
conducted for the first time at Lerderderg Gorge, Cathedral
Ranges, Mt Juliet and Wilsons Promontory.
In the meantime, new hostels were opened at locations such
as Cockatoo, Healesville and Woodend, whilst new walking
trails continued to be blazed…and reblazed thanks to the
Cold War. YHA in Australia has always been apolitical,
however when founded it had to defend itself against
allegations of right wing affiliations arising from corruption
of the youth movement in Germany by Nazism. After WWII
the accusations swung the other way. Some folk regarded
YHA’s distinctive red trail-markers as proof that it was
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aligned with the communists and saw it as their civic duty to
safeguard the national interest by removing them!
Collapse and Rebuilding
A more serious problem than pilfered trail markers faced
YHA Bushwalking in 1950 – its committee disintegrated.
One of the reasons it faltered was the burden from taking on
responsibility for hostel-based walks. At the time YHA had
a requirement for all prospective members to complete a
training hostel-walk before being allowed to join. As is still
the case nowadays, the reason many joined YHA locally was
to be able to use hostels on their overseas travels.
Consequently there was a high demand for the hostel training
walks, taking up a lot of the committee’s resources yet not
adding much to the core of regular bushwalkers. Another
factor was a general lull in bushwalking across all clubs at the
time, with many experiencing cancelled trips where only the
leader turned up. Other clubs had sufficient critical mass to
ride out the drop in popularity, but the YHA bushwalking
committee so newly-founded had now foundered.

Mt Howitt from Mt Magdala, Easter 1951 (photo:Dulcie Duncan)

Although bereft of a committee for most of 1950, the
previous convenor Ken Rushford worked to keep the walks
ticking over, aiming to build a nucleus of walkers keen
enough to form a new committee. The strategy worked and
one was elected in October. It faced the same challenges as
the Mark-I committees but this time around the fresh spark of
interest ignited an activity that would grow and firmly take
hold over the remainder of the decade.
As well as organising walks, the early bushwalking
committees also served as an advice bureau to members
interested in running private trips. In 1951-52, still struggling
to find leaders, their role swung very heavily towards that of
an information service; individually arranged walks were to
be encouraged rather than rely on club-planned ones as “had
become the tendency”. As a result, the official program over
this period shows very few camping trips, yet a new
generation was going out and exploring, gathering the
bushwalking knowledge that would enable a full and varied
program to be offered within a couple of years time.
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needed, many bushwalking clubs produced their own maps.
YHA’s Routes & Survey committee prepared detailed maps
of the regions surrounding its hostels, other clubs had
mapped some of the areas beyond. YHA’s membership of
the Federation enabled it to share these resources.
Equipment hire, given start-up capital by YHA, began with 2
packs, a sleeping bag and an A-frame tent. Proving popular,
profitable and encouraging new overnight walkers, further
funding was soon made available to purchase more
equipment. Weekend hire costs were 3/ a pack (~$5 in 2013
currency) and 2/ for a tent; these compared with £6-8 ($200250 in 2013) for a new pack, £4 12/6 for a tent.

Privately organised hostel-based activities had always been
YHA’s intention – although “private” meant a maximum
group size of six. To facilitate these, a booklet was published
listing the hostel locations and describing the various walking
routes to access them. The handbooks also contained advice
on bushwalking equipment, navigation, etiquette and other
tips, most of which stand the test of time and would be of use
to bushwalkers in any era.
One of the few curiosities that doesn’t is the hint to carry a
snake-bite outfit; “it need be no more than a razor blade, a
ligature (a pyjama cord will do quite well), and some
permanganate of potash (Condy’s Crystals).”
These appeared to be a common item of equipment at the
time – trip notes for a Lerderderg Gorge walk in 1950 state
that “snakebite outfits are to be carried”, whilst spare socks
(due to the river crossing) were merely ‘advisable’. Of
course in case anyone is in any doubt, this type of treatment
has long since been discredited. It’s also worth noting that
although countless snakes have been spotted during the long
history of YHA Bushwalking, sparking many a tale of narrow
escapes, no one has ever been bitten.
One of those who helped rebuild the bushwalking activity
was Harold Evershed, leading over half (11) of the organised
trips in 1951. Wartime service in the air force had conferred
upon him an air of authority and no-fuss ability to control a
group. Mostly leading hostel and day walks, he scored a hit
with a series of walks based around the provincial cities of
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo. A new generation of leaders
were also starting to make their mark, those in their early 20s
who’d grown up during the war but hadn’t seen active
service. John Hollingshead was one such leader – tall,
athletic, a bit of a larrikin who liked teasing the ladies and 23
years old when he became Chairman of the committee in
1952. The previous committee had got the club back onto its
feet, but it was John and the committees of 1952-53 that
initiated the great leaps forward. One of their first actions
was handing responsibility for hostel-walks back to the main
YHA state council, freeing it to focus on overnight camping.
Attractions for Young Walkers
Other achievements of the 1952 committee were the
establishment of a map library and equipment hire service.
Topographic maps from aerial surveys were many years
away, government maps of the time didn’t cover the remote
areas of interest to walkers and were often well out of date
(pre-war in some cases meaning WWI). To get what they
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Something not available for hire and difficult to buy was a
good pair of walking boots. It was easy to tell if someone
had been overseas, as one of the first things they did on
foreign soil was purchase decent footwear. Those stuck at
home had to make do with converted work boots. A local
cobbler specialised in putting studs into them and workshops
were held for those game to try converting boots themselves.
Females with small feet had even more of a problem, as they
could only get poorer quality boys boots that wore out
quickly. For many a young woman, this wasn’t a great
inconvenience; her dainty feet only needed protecting long
enough time for someone to sweep her off them.
The witticism that YHA meant Your Husband Assured began
not much longer after YHA, and applied to bushwalking as
much as any other activity. In the 1950s the balance between
sexes on bushwalks was about even overall, however young
women generally outnumbered men on hostel walks whilst
on harder camping trips it was the other way around. With
most members in their 20s, barely a month would pass
without the announcement of another set of nuptials It was
even evident on committee; Secretary Shirley Beeston in
1956 was Shirley Stielow a year later, serving alongside
publicity officer Hilbert Stielow. Not all committee members
married each other, but there was a high turnover
nevertheless, with most surviving little more than 2-3 years
as a single bushwalker. One who held out longer than most
was chairman John Hollingshead, fending off female
admirers with words such as “Now few will deny the
usefulness of women on a walk. Apart from their decorative
effect, some possess cooking ability, often to a remarkable
degree. The frequent halts along the track to let them catch
up provide pleasant interludes for photography or
contemplation of scenery. Bad language is reduced to the
bare minimum necessary for expressive speech and there is
always the inevitable rip in the seat of the shorts to be fixed.”
One suitably unimpressed young woman was dealt a further
glancing blow by John’s attempt at caber-tossing using a
Bogong High Plains snow-pole. Eventually, needing a
respite from all of the attention, he was last heard of fleeing
south for a year as part of the 1956 Antarctic Expedition.
Getting Lost and Found
YHA Bushies weren’t just looking for love; many also went
in search of lost walkers. YHA had became affiliated with
Bush Search & Rescue (BS&R) in 1950, but it was the 1952
committee that promoted more active involvement,
encouraging members to attend practice weekends. Soon
afterwards the organisation contributed significantly to two of
the largest searches in Victorian history – Donna Buang in
August 1953 and a ten-day unsuccessful search for a lost
skier on Mt Baw Baw in June 1955. YHA provided 89
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searchers for the Baw Baw operation, earning considerable respect
and recognition as one of Melbourne’s major bushwalking clubs.
Occasionally in its history someone has become separated from a
YHA group and an official search party required to locate them,
but no callout has ever been needed for an entire lost party of YHA
Bushwalkers. Far more common is the club’s contribution to a
search, and although the number of suitably experienced walkers
for it has dwindled over the years, this participation continues to
the present day.
An enduring publication
While the equipment hire and map library are long gone, an
enduring legacy of the 1952 committee is the seasonal Walks
Program. Activity listings had relied on YHA’s newsletter, which
by the 1950s had become the monthly “Hosteller”. In response to
requests from those wanting to plan their calendar a bit further
ahead than 1-2 months, a six monthly walks program was
produced. At first it was intended to print a deluxe version for sale
at 3d, but sensibly this ended up a plain but free paper copy. Six
monthly programs were the norm for many years, only changing to
quarterly in the late 1980s as the increased number of events and
smaller paper size as A4 superseded foolscap meant that six months
of activities simply would no longer fit on a single sheet.
1950s Alumni
Many bushwalkers who began with YHA moved on to clubs with
an older demographic as they reached middle age. Some from the
1950s who became notable figures in the wider bushwalking
community were:
Eric Quinlan: Treasurer 1955-57 – went on to become very active
in VNPA and one of the leading campaigners for the creation of an
Alpine National Park, a dream not realised until 1989.
Peter Dunbar: Walks Secretary 1956-57. A 45 year involvement
with Bush Search and Rescue included the role of Police Liason
Officer.
Graeme Wheeler: Publicity Officer 1955-56, contributed regular
articles to the “Hosteller” during the 1950s about the Bushwalking
Club’s activities and edited both the “Hosteller” and “Melbourne
Walker”. With more than just a penchant for writing, he later
became the author of two seminal works “Walking the Timeless
Land” (1975) and “The Scroggin Eaters” (1989), a history of the
Victorian Bushwalking Federation.
Roy Busby: Chairman 1954-56, 1958-61. Joining YHA in 1945
aged 27, with interests in cycling, bushwalking and map-making, it
was natural that Roy would be an explorer. Over the next two
decades he sought out and surveyed remote places in Victoria and
interstate. He produced the hostel-walking map for the YHA
Handbook, compiled an index of Victorian maps for FVWC and
his charts of Mt Buffalo, Cathedral Ranges and the Grampians
formed the basis of published maps that were vast improvements
over what had been available for those areas. Accurate distances
were measured using his cyclometer, mostly wheeled over the
rugged country he explored, although he pedalled over one million
kilometres in his lifetime. In his years on the bushwalking
committee when he wasn’t Chairman, his role was “map making”.
It is thanks to Roy and his like-minded contemporaries that by the
end of the 1950s YHA Bushwalking had built up an enviable
reputation amongst the wider bushwalking community and
experience that could be passed on from committee to committee,
generation to generation over the coming decades.
Yeti Extra: A selection of trip reports from the 1950s by Roy
Busby, Peter Dunbar and others is available on the website.
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Roy Busby and cyclometer surveying Mt Buffalo (1954)
Experienced, Popular and Poised for the Future
By 1957, YHA was about a quarter of the way through
its current history and times were a changing. One of
its first-generation hostels, Diamond Creek, closed
having become a suburban hostel of no interest to either
bushwalkers or travellers. The surfing activity which
had formed shortly after bushwalking rode a wave of
support for a decade then suffered a wipe out. By
contrast, YHA Bushwalking’s enduring popularity was
assured. To the chagrin of YHA’s state office, some
young people were joining YHA just for the activities,
with little interest in hostelling. The club was duly
chastised – the rule requiring an overnight hostel stay as
a condition of membership still applied. This was
treated as seriously as a directive to use hostels more
often for its bushwalks. Roaming widely across
Victoria, the programs were featuring almost all of the
locations familiar to today’s walkers, and many
unfamiliar ones as well (Tallangalook – Golden
Mountain anyone?) Not listed on the program were
private trips by the more experienced members as they
went off exploring Tasmania and Central Australia.
Despite a few wobbly steps at the beginning, the
Bushwalking activity was now firmly on its feet.

Next issue: Part 3 – Shake, Rattle and Roll dates
back to the 1950s, not just musically but also for the
picnic buses which provided these sensations for
countless bushwalkers of this era. It wasn’t until 1961
however that the club began its association with
White’s furniture van, an icon fondly and not-so-fondly
remembered, but never forgotten, by anyone who
walked with YHA over the following three decades.
Acknowledgements - thanks to:
 University of Melbourne Archives
 Joan Evershed
 Paul Dorrington for his assistance researching this
article.
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La Carte de Cabinets

Do you need to buy some extra time on a
walk?
Maybe you didn’t get out of your sleeping
bag early enough?
Although you’ve
updated your Facebook status, pulled down
your tent and stuffed everything into your
pack, you aren’t really ready to depart.
Or perhaps you are already on the track but
just feel like a longer rest-break.
It’s occasions like these that you trump the
leader by playing a Toilet Card.
Just as the leader beckons the group to leave, announce that nature has
called (or texted, or tweeted) and hand him or her “La Carte de Cabinets”.
Everyone will happily wait around while you head off into the trees for
some more quality time to yourself. Then see how long the stay can be
extended if several others play their cards in succession; the leader just
won’t win a trick.
Note: YHA Bushwalking leaders will only accept genuine Yeti ToiletCards, available from the committee for $5 each or $50/set of 12. Anyone
without one will just have to hang on until the next scheduled stop.
+++
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